
Return Date: 2022/12/31

Investment Objective and Strategy
The portfolio aims to achieve returns in excess of UK CPI + 3% p.a. over rolling three year periods . Over any three year 
rolling period the portfolio should always deliver a positive return. Portfolio returns will be generated through interest 
income, dividend income and capital growth. The portfolio benchmark is the EAA Fund GBP Cautious Allocation 
category.The portfolio is a multi-manager portfolio ideally comprising at least two underlying funds and not more than 
six. Fund selection will be bias towards high Sortino ratios, low downside standard deviation and to managers and 
funds that have successfully navigated sustained negative market conditions. Where possible underlying funds will be 
given as many of the asset allocation decisions as possible. Underlying investments will be held in multiple first world 
currencies, however, all performance and risk statistics will be in GBP.

Risk Measures

Time Period: Since Common Inception (2013/06/01) to 2022/12/31

Calculation Benchmark: EAA Fund GBP Allocation 40-60% Equity

Inv Bmk1
Return*
Std Dev
Sharpe Ratio (arith)
Sortino Ratio
Downside Deviation
Alpha
Max Drawdown

3,33
7,14
0,05

-0,04
0,00
0,00

-13,13

5,46
6,82
0,37
0,15
1,85
2,02

-17,42

Manager Comments  
Global stocks ended the year down 18% (USD), while bonds fell 16% (USD). This marked the biggest market shock in decades amid inflation and 
hawkish central banks. The S&P 500® declined by -5.90% (USD) in December, bringing its 2022 return to -19.44%, its worst year since 2008. The tech 
heavy Nasdaq composite declined by -8.7% (USD) for December and -33.1% (USD) for 2022. Stock markets rounded off a tumultuous year with gains 
in Q4. Investors balanced ongoing caution from the Federal Reserve (Fed) with indications that the pace of policy tightening would slow, and signs that 
elevated inflation could be cooling. Losses dominated market activity for the major asset classes in 2022. Commodities and cash are the exceptions.
Overall, markets suffered far and wide, including losses for US stocks and bonds in the same calendar year. Energy was the only positive sector for the 
year, up 59.05% (USD). Annualised Q3 GDP for the US was confirmed at 3.2% in December, which was stronger than the second estimate of 2.9%. 
The latest consumer price index (CPI) print – for November – showed inflation slowed to 0.1% (month-on-month) versus October. Inflation remains 
elevated however, at 7.1% year on year.The Iza Global Stable Model Portfolio declined by -0.65% in December. The portfolio rounded off the year with a 
gain of 2.58% in Q4. Overall, the portfolio ended 2022 down -14.80%. This was largely due to inflation, rising interest rates, war in Ukraine, and slowing 
corporate profits which was the broad themes of 2022. Inflation has showed signs of abating but remained well above central bank targets causing the 
US Federal Reserve to maintain its hawkish tone. Rallies did occur in both July/August as well as in November, only to be foiled by repeatedly hawkish 
statements from the Fed. Inflation slowed noticeably in the second half of 2022, setting up the Fed to finally wind down its rate hikes. The Fed’s final 
rate hike of the year was indeed a pared back 50 basis points (bps) rise after four consecutive 75 bps tightening moves. The policy rate is, however, 
expected to continue to climb in 2023.Looking at the underlying fund managers we find that Scottish Mortgage was the portfolios largest detractor 
declining -6.1% for the month. This was largely due to the decline in Tesla, who ended the month of December down -36.73% (USD). The share price 
fall in Tesla appears to be tied to concerns that Elon Musk’s purchase of Twitter will divert his attention from Tesla. Tesla is in about as strong an 
operating position as it ever has been. It reached a battery surplus in September and the Tesla designed tabless (and cobalt free) 4680 battery will 
enable a further step up in vehicle capacity. Fundsmith was the portfolios largest contributor gaining 1.5% for the month. Fundsmith sold their positions 
in Intuit and PayPal during the month. The top 5 contributors in the month for Fundsmith were Estée Lauder, Novo Nordisk, Stryker, Nike and Philip 
Morris. Smithson ended the month down -1.9%. Smithson exited their position in Ansys during the month due to concerns over the number of highly 
priced acquisitions in recent years and the subsequent decline in return on capital. The Invesco Sterling Bond fund declined by -1.07% and the Royal
London Sterling Extra Yield fund gained 0.45% for the month.While the global economic outlook for 2023 remains highly uncertain, there are some who 
still believe a soft landing is possible, especially in the US where strong underlying fundamentals persist in large swathes of the economy.

Investment Growth

Time Period: 2018/01/01 to 2022/12/31
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Return Date: 2022/12/31

Disclaimer

The Portfolio may be closed to new investments at any time in order to be managed in accordance with its mandate. 
Permissible deductions may include management fees, brokerage, auditor's fees, bank charges and trustee fees. The portfolio 
is a long-term investment. Performance figures are produced by IZA Capital Partners, supplied by independent service 
providers, and are for lump sum investments with income distributions reinvested. IZA Capital Partners is an Authorised 
Financial Services Provider. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears). *Returns are based on the strategic underlying weightings of the funds 
and will not exactly reflect individual client returns. All returns are net of fund management fees, but exclude advice and 
administration fees. Prior to portfolio launch date, the performance is pro-forma using the actual underlying fund performances 
and is net of all fees and expenses. Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance.

Fund Holdings

Portfolio
Weighting %

Iza Global Balanced A GBP Acc

Invesco Sterling Bond C GBP Acc

Rubrics Global Credit UCITS C GBP

RLBF II Royal London Shrt Dur Crdt Z Acc

Royal London Sterl Extra Yld Bd A

ICE LIBOR 1 Month GBP

45,00

15,00

15,00

10,00

10,00

5,00

Asset Allocation

Portfolio Date: 2022/12/31

%

Stock 21,3

Bond 48,9

Cash 9,6

Other 20,1

Total 100,0

Monthly Returns - IZA Global Stable Portfolio GBP

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

-5,71 -2,58 1,21 -2,98 -2,63 -4,04 4,97 -1,97 -4,41 0,73 2,51 -0,65 -14,96

-0,25 -1,64 0,58 2,53 -0,45 1,90 0,55 1,00 -0,50 0,70 0,20 -0,38 4,25

0,58 -3,22 -5,41 4,99 2,65 1,52 0,84 1,96 0,49 -0,74 3,30 2,24 9,11

2,50 1,70 2,40 1,30 -0,60 2,20 2,27 -0,67 -0,66 -0,73 1,15 0,25 11,59

0,10 -0,50 -1,60 1,40 1,70 0,60 1,30 0,80 -0,60 -2,70 0,40 -3,10 -2,31

Regional Exposure

Portfolio Date: 2022/12/31

%

North America 64,3

Europe dev 23,2

United Kingdom 6,5

Asia emrg 3,2

Australasia 1,6

Latin America 1,2

Japan 0,0

Asia dev 0,0

Total 100,0

Trailing Returns

Data Point: Return    Calculation Benchmark: EAA Fund GBP Allocation 40-60% Equity

1 Mth 3 Mths 6 Mths YTD 1 Year 3 Years* 5 Years*

IZA Global Stable Portfolio GBP

EAA Fund GBP Allocation 40-60% Equity

UK CPI + 3%

-0,65 2,59 0,91 -14,96 -14,96 -1,10 1,07

0,64 3,65 6,43 13,71 13,71 8,37 6,99

-1,20 3,05 -0,28 -10,62 -10,62 -0,15 1,12

*Annualised

Source: Morningstar Direct


